LECTURES AND PARTICIPATIONS

5. Transformational Grammar and Romance Linguistics. UCSD. January 24, 1966. (With David Perlmutter.)
35. *wa* in Pre-Proto-Uto-Aztecan. UCSD. October 8, 1974.


199. Reference-Point Subject Constructions. University of Groningen. February 27, 1996.
207. Reference-Point Subject Constructions. State University of New York, Buffalo. April 11, 1996.
255. Lecture series, Directions of Research in Conceptual Semantics and Cognitive Grammar
(‘Overview’; ‘Virtuality’; ‘Dynamicity’; ‘Discourse’). Bolzano International School in
Cognitive Analysis, “Advances in Cognitive Semantics”. Bolzano (Italy). September 6-10,
1999.

256. Form, Meaning, and Behavior: The Cognitive Grammar Analysis of Double Subject
Constructions. Keynote address. Columbia School Conference on “The Interaction Between


28th LAUD Symposium, on “Cognitive Linguistics: Second Language Acquisition,

259. Viewing Arrangements and Experiential Reporting. Plenary lecture. Conference,


“Linguagem e Cognição: A Perspectiva da Linguística Cognitiva”. Universidade Católica


263. Integration, Grammaticization, and Constructional Meaning. Invited lecture. First


April 18, 2001.

Conference on “Cognitive Linguistics in the Year 2001”. University of Łódź (Poland). April


268. Correspondences, Compositionality, and Grammar. Jagiellonian University (Cracow). April

269. The English Present Tense. Keynote address. Annual meeting of the Polish Society for the

270. Double Subject and Complex Predicate Constructions. University of Gdaňsk. April 30,


272. Dynamicity, Fictivity, and Scanning: The Imaginative Basis of Logic and Linguistic


274. Virtuality and the English Present Tense. University of Tokyo, Komaba. September 10,


395. Workshop (‘English Clauses I: Baseline and Elaboration’; English Clauses II: Existential Negotiation’). Henan University, China. October 31-November 1, 2013.